Monday 20 June

14:30–17:30 Steering Committee (restricted to its members)
19:00–21:00 Get together

Tuesday 21 June

09:30-18:00 Seminar on Terrorism

Wednesday 22 June

09:00-13:00 Seminar on Terrorism
14:00–18:00 2016 additional Security Program (restricted to UIC members):
Workshop on Crisis Management

Thursday 23 June

09:00-13:00 2016 additional Security Program (restricted to UIC members):
14:00–18:00 Workshop on Information Exchange for International Trains
Workshop on Security Training and communication

Friday 24 June

09:00 – 13:00 Meeting on management of Refugee Flows, their presence on railway transport area and the consequences

UIC HQ, 16 rue Jean Rey, Room LIST , 75015 Paris.
Seminar on Terrorism - Tuesday 21 June

08:30-09:30 Registration

09:30 Official opening session

- Director of fundamental values of UIC – Jerzy Wisniewski
- Chair of UIC security platform (RPF – Indian railway Protection force) – S.K. Bhagat
- Vice-Chair of UIC security platform (DBAG – German railways) – Gerd Neubeck

10:00 Session 1: Keynote speech

- DGMOVE – Patrick Norroy
- French Ministry in charge of transport – Pierre Brodin

Questions and answers

11:00-11:30 Coffee break

- Via Rail Canada – Marc Beaulieu
- US – TSA – David Bassett
- UIC General Director of UIC – Jean-Pierre Loubinoux

Questions and answers

13:00-14:00 Lunch

14:00 Session 2: Exchange of experiences: National Authorities

- France – Interior Ministry – CIC (centre interministériel de crise) – Cyril Stylianidis
- Sweden – Trafikverket – Erik Sandhill

Questions and answers

14:45 Session 3: Exchange of Experiences: Public transport

- Belgium – STIB – Maxime Rapaille
- France – RATP – Stéphane Menchi
- Belgium – UITP – Denis Luyten

Questions and answers

16:00-16:30 Coffee break
Seminar on Terrorism - Tuesday 22 June

09:00 Opening of the day
- SNCF - Director of Security department – Christian Lambert

09:30 Session 5: Exchange of Experiences: Railways
- Russian Railways – RZD – Maxim Pavlov
- Japan Railways – EJRC – Norihito Kuroyanagi
- Indian Railways – RPF – S.K.Bhagat and P.K. Agarwal
Questions and answers
10:45-11:15 Coffee break

11:15 Session 6: Research Projects Results
- TETRIS - Terrorists In Europe Targeting Railway InfrastructureS – Axel Dyevre (CEIS)
- SECRET - SECurity of Railways against Electromagnetic aTtacks – Virginie Deniau (IFSTTAR)
Questions and answers

12:15 Closing session: Conclusions and the way forward
- UIC study : introduction workshops – Jochen Grimmelt (UIC)

12:30 Lunch

18:00 end of first day
2016 additional Security Program (restricted to UIC members)

Wednesday, 22 June 2016

14:00-18:00 Workshop on Crisis Management

- Presentation of the results of the questionnaire (UIC/ DBAG)
- Round table discussion based on the questionnaire
  Best practices, experiences, problems
  Expectations / suggestions toward UIC
- Next steps

Thursday, 23 June 2016

09:00-13:00 Workshop on Information Exchange for International Trains

- Presentation of the results of the questionnaire (UIC/ PKPPLK)
- Round table discussion based on the questionnaire
  Best practices, experiences, problems
  Expectations / suggestions toward UIC
- Next steps

14:00-18:00 Workshop on Security Training and communication

- Presentation of the results of the questionnaire (UIC/ SNCF)
- Round table discussion based on the questionnaire
  Best practices, experiences, problems
  Expectations / suggestions toward UIC
- Next steps

UIC HQ, 16 rue Jean Rey, Room LIST, 75015 Paris.
Meeting on management of Refugee Flows, their presence on railway transport area and the consequences

- Introduction and firsthand experience of a railway company
- Round table discussion about your experiences, problems and measures and of other affected entities (public and private)
- Round table discussion about lessons learned during the crises of 2015
- Discussion / statements of fears and expectations for your country / your entities for the future
- Introduction of experiences on the level of the European Commission and plans for dealing with a future increase in refugees flows in Europe
- Discussion about your expectations / suggestions towards UIC as facilitator and information platform on this matter
- Formulation of a common position of railway companies experiences made in the past, measures taken, ideas that helped and provide them to all members

UIC HQ, 16 rue Jean Rey, Room LIST, 75015 Paris.